Forgiving Maximo Rothman - Book Club Questions
1. Why do you think Max and Helen drifted apart in Sosúa? Was one of them more responsible for
the breakdown of their marriage than the other?
2. Imagine Tolya had found Helen’s diary instead of Max’s. How might her perspective change your
understanding of their experience and of Sosúa in general? Did you find yourself wanting her
perspective while you were reading?
3. More than just fitting in with the locals, Max forges a new identity and becomes Maximo. What
aspects of Max, his past and personality, contributed to this transformation that was unique
among the settlers? Was he trying to find himself, or forget his past?
4. It could be said that Judaism is the only constant setting of the novel. Why do the Jewish
characters all struggle with their own Jewish identity? Are there aspects of Judaism that
contribute to this struggle for identity, or is this common to people of all faiths? Whose
relationship with faith — or lack thereof — do you relate with most?
5. What is your take on Rachel’s justifications for her actions? Did her faith and/or culture play a
role, or was she just crazy?
6. Tolya’s fear of fatherhood is deep and abiding. Are his fears reasonable and/or natural? Shalom
suggests: “Perhaps your reticence about fatherhood has more to do with your actions as a son
than his as a parent.” Is Shalom right?
7. What parallels did you notice between Max, Shalom and Tolya?
8. Why does Tolya want to name the baby after Max? How did reading the diaries change him?
9. The kindness and generosity of the Dominican people toward the Jewish settlers allowed two
distinct cultures to establish connections and create a pocket of humanity. Was this relationship
built in spite of the inhumanity both peoples had witnessed, or because of it?
10. The history of the Sosúa settlement is unknown to most Jews and Dominicans alike. Given the
extensive bodies of literature, art and research focused on the Holocaust, why do you think the
story of Sosúa has received so little attention? What can we gain by learning about this history?
11. As the novel portrays, the Jewish and Dominican communities in Washington Heights do not coexist as amicably as their ancestors did in Sosúa. Many conflicts have arisen over the years,
often stemming from mutual disdain and distrust. Why are these two communities, which share
a history of acceptance, at odds in Manhattan? Is it due to a change in their respective cultures,
or a change in their relative circumstance?

